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Vote for the Three R's in 2 to 1 Mandate

OBE Report
Cards Get Big F
LOS ANGELES, CA - The Los
Angeles Unified School District has
approved a new elementary school
grading system, which will make it easier for students to earn high marks"
The new system was proposed by a
parent/teacher/ administrator committee to address issues such as "teacher
inconsistency!' It received unanimous
support from the District trustees"
The Los Angeles Times reports that,
under the new grading system, teachers will be told to "give top grades to
students who have mastered subjects
expected of their grade level," instead
of reserving top grades for advanced
students" The new report cards will be
much more "specific" in their survey of
students' performance, and will include
24 new categories" According to district
officials, the new progress report will
focus on "learning" and "growth" - particularly for younger children - rather
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WASHINGTON, DC - "Nearly half
of CT.So
population are poor readers, survey says!' "Two-thirds of U.S. children
read below their grade level, study
finds!' These recent newspaper headlines reveal a supreme American
tragedy" Secretary of Education Richard
Riley called this America's "wake-up call
:o the sheer magnitude of illiteracy in
his country."
The National Adult Literacy Survey,
vhich was commissioned by the U"S"
)epartrnent of Education, found that 90
aillion American adults - almost half
ur adult population - possess only the
1ost rudimentary reading skills" That
1eans they can't read street signs,
1stmctions on medicine bottles, or fill
ut a job application"
This was not a casual public opinion
urvey of the type which typically asks
uestions of only a thousand people
ationally. It 'Nas an in-depth study of
10re than 26,000 adults conducted by
l1e Educational
Testing Service of
NJ and Westat Inc. of
'rinceton,
~ockville,MD"
The study ranked Am.ericans into five
~vels and related actual reading skills to
laily life and work According to the
,tudy, 49% of adults
(90 million
l,mericans) fall into the lowest two lev:lso Only 25% of those in the lowest two
evels are immigrants just learning to
,peak English" And 4%of the illiterates in
che lowest two levels had graduated from
high school and been to college!
The survey found 31% of adults (61

LITTLETON, CO - Three school
board candidates reversed a union-controlled public school establishment with
a "back-to-basics" appeal to parents in
the November 2 election. The new members received a 2-to-1 mandate from voters to replace a firmly entrenched
Outcome-Based-Education
(OBE) system with traditional emphasis on the
three R's"
This contest for control of the fivemember school board has received
national attention because the upper
class suburban schools have been lauded
by the NEA as exemplary models of
OBE curricula" Establishment lobbies
were desperate to win this campaign in a
school district described by Education
Week as having "pioneered new performance assessments and standards for
high school graduation!'
Running as a slate, Carol Brzeczek,
Bill Cisney and John Fan chi focused on
the positive goal of educating children
with knowledge and facts" "Back To
Basics For Change" was their slogan,
and they credit their success to establishing their slate and deciding their platform before the well-funded union-
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The "back-to-basics"
candidates,
Bill Cisney, CarolBrzeczek, and
John Fanchi, won big in Littleton"
backed opposition organized their campaign" "We were able to step out and
define the issues, and we told the voters
that this was a referendum on the academic direction of our schools."
The campaign heated up when People
for the American Way (PAW) accused
the three candidates of being "fundamentalists" and "members of the religious
right," a scare tactic often used against
OBE opponents.
(See Education
Reporter, May and October 1993.) 'The

very people who are supposed to be
teaching children 'tolerance' are quite
willing to exploit religious intolerance to
achieve their goals," observed a Rocky
Mountain News editoL The Colorado
Education Association (the state arm oi
the NEA union) gave funds and office
support to PAW to conduct its negative
campaign"
In fact, none of the members is affiliated with a "fundamentalist" church and
there were no religious issues in their
platform" "The truth is, the religious
right has views that are identical to the
majority," explained Cisney" "When I go
door-to-door, 90% of the people support
traditional education" We really cut
across religious and political lines in this
endeavor!'
Cisney is a Democrat,
Brzeczek an Independent, and Fanchi a
Republican.
Cisney, who owns his own Denver
fabric business, has been talking about
academic goals with Linda Brzeczek, a
part-time accountant, for two years" They
asked former school board candidate
John Fanchi, who works for Marathon
Oil, to join them in this race"
See
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million Americans)
They didn't seem to have a clue as to
where the best they can do is to identify why they are unable to get a better job"
two facts in an article" But they will never Perhaps these people were taught "selfbe able to read the great books written in esteem" in school instead of how to read"
Sen" Paul Simon (D-IL) commented:
the English language that are part of our
heritage" The study shows that the most "These figures are truly alarming"
difficult tasks that an estimated 90 mil- Illiteracy is the most formidable barrier
lion adults can undertake include com- standing in the way of the high-skill,
pleting a Social Security form and deter- high-wage economy we want" The New
mining the price difference between two York Times reports business estimates of
items" Another 50 million adults "demon- losses totaling between $25 to $30 billion
strated skills in the second-lowest litera- a year in "lost productivity, errors and
cy level," which means they could not accidents attributable to poor literacy""
The ones who do realize they can't
perform tasks more difficult than locatread are usually too embarrassed
to
ing an intersection on a street mapo
The economic consequences of this admit it and go through life trying to
lack of reading skills are massive. Those hide it Based on actual cases of adults
who can't read find it very difficult to who have come forward, they resort to
hold a job at all and, when they do, they dozens of subterfuges to conceal their
handicap, such as getting their spouse to
earn a median weekly income of under
fill out a job application for themo
$2500
The "shocking" high rates of illiteracy
Many of these unfortunate illiterates
are bitter about their plight and blame "seriously jeopardize America's ability to
socie1y for their poverty. But the taxpay- compete in today's global marketplace,"
ers have generously provided an average according to Michael Aden, project manof $5,000 per first grade student, where ager, Coors/Red Rocks Learning Center.
The company says that increasing the
they were supposed to be taught to read.
reading skins of employees can save the
Many illiterates fail to realize their
own handicap" The survey found that business "billions of dollars in improved
most adults who placed in the lowest lit- productivity and increased morale."
Aden notes that "surprisingly few
eracy levels described themselves as
reading and writing English "well" or managers and supervisors" recognize
"very welL" Three-fourths of adults in the illiterate employees" "Non-readers are
lowest literacy level and an overwhelm- extremely adept at concealing their
ing 95% of those in the second-to-lowest inability to read," explained Aden. But
literacy level said that their grasp of several indicators may signal workforce
English was "acceptable" and that they illiteracy, including: decreased productivdidn't need help or further knowledge" ity, poor safety record, high workforce

turnover, and poor employee
mance appraisals"

perfor-

The Prognosis is Negative

Shortly after receiving the bad news
about adult illiteracy, Americans were hit
with further bad news about children,
which proves that the illiteracy problem
will get worse in the next decade, not
better"
A HS" Department of Education study
disclosed that more than two-thirds of
US. children can't read up to their grade
level (even though "grade level" expectations have been dumbed down by about
two years from what they V'lere 50 years
ago). This new study was based on the
testing of 140,000 students"
The Education Department found that
only 25% of fourth graders, only 28% of
8th graders, and only 37%of 12th graders
have mastered reading material for their
grade levels.
The higher percentages in the upper
grades do 11ot mean that some of the
kids who couldn't read 4th grade books
suddenly caught up and, eight years
later, were able to read 12th grade
books" Most of those who couldn't read
in the 4th grade just dropped out and are
no longer in the count
The study tentatively implies that long
hours of watching television may be to
blame for the abysmal reading skills. But
it's just as likely that the kids watch television because the schools failed to teach
them how to read and they didn't have
anything else to do with their evenings.ii
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A wave of panic is spreading
among student government
officials after the recent Supreme
Com.1:decision prohibiting the use
of mandatory
student
fees for
political
purposes.
Especially
threatened
is the University of
California Students Assn. (UCSA).
The dilemma is how to preserve the
funding for the student organization
while complying with the court decision. Student leaders say that cutting
off their money will "severely cripple
their lobbying efforts." Student government leaders advocate a "refundable escrow" system that would continue to allow the campuses to impose
the full fee, but permit students to
apply for partial refunds. The UC
chancellors rejected that plan. The
remaining options are to divide the
fee among educational organizations
only, or collect three separate fees a mandatory student fee for educational groups and two voluntary fees
for political and lobbying activities.
80% of high school students
vvith A and B averages admit to
cheating, accoirding to a survey by
Who's Who Among American
High School Students.
The 24th
Annual Survey of High School
Achievers found that students admitted dishonesty such as copying homework or
on an exam. Tr1e
poll also found
25% have used
Cliff Notes to avoid reading a book
and 14%plagiarize in their essays.

ers n :en

University
of South
The
Carolina toned down the description of a summer course which
was designed to instruct participants on how to combat the influence of conservative Christians in
education. The new descripfor the doctoral-level seminar on
"Christian
Fundamentalism
and
Public Education" says the course will
help students understand the "phenomenon" of the religious right and
its impact on public education. The
course was taught by James Sears, an
associate professor who is the author
of Growing up Gay in the South. Sears
says the substance of the course has
not changed.
The Ann Arbor school district
must pay $200,000 in back pay
to a former
high school gym
teacher who is serving a life sentence for the ax murder
of his
wife. The state Court of Appeals said
the school failed to adequately justify
its 1980 firing of Morris Abrahams for
alleged sexual misconduct toward
female students.
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Skills Lir1ked

NY - Cornell University
Donald Hayes, who devela computer-based system for meathe
or language, difficulty
of texts, "links schoolchildren's declining
verbal skills to increasingly simplified
schoolbooks." Hayes says that :first-grade
reading books are written at about "the
level at which a farmer talks to his cows."
Hayes measured the language difficulty
in 766 old and new texts using his computer program Lex (for Lexical). The books'
difficulty levels were rated according to
"patterns of word usage" drawn from
610,000words. The results thereafter were
displayed on a metric scale, using the
average of 61 international English-language newspapers as the 0.0 baseline.
Hayes said that the baby boomers
were the first generation "put at risk"
because of the dumbed-down post-World
War II reading material. 'The major simp lifica ti on of American schoolbooks
came in the 1950's," says Hayes, "not
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adult conversations rate -40.8; the average
book read outside of school by youths
ages 9 to 12 rates -32, which is comparable to a current
reader, but
below the level of a pre-vVWII 3rd
reader; characters on "Sesame Street"
speak at a rate of -45.1; a farmer talking to
dairy cows rates -55.7; IRS Form 1040
instructions rate 3.4; and the King James
version of the Bible rates 17.8.
Hayes said that major publishers have
•
. - )1,-~/ .
made their first- and 2nd-grade beginning reader material harder between
Jiil
i
1963 and 1991; however, the material is
because the average American child had still easier. He adds, "Publishers appear
suddenly become dumber, but because
concerned about vocabulary up to the
of the changes in educational philoso- 3rd grade and then begin to ignore
phy." Hayes and his colleagues, Loreen vocabulary again." Roger Williams, direcWolfer and Michael Wolfe, point to the tor of public affairs for the Association of
50-point decline in Scholastic Aptitude American Publishers, said the schools
Test verbal scores since the late 1950's "don't demand, don't require, don't
order" more challenging books because,
as evidence of textbook simplification.
they say, "We're not in the business of
A sample of Hayes' lexical ratings
II
include: Adult :fiction rates -15.8; adult-to- setting educational standards."
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nviro- Issues

1

WASHINGTON, DC - About half
the states have enacted some sort of
statute promoting environmental education, according to Brad Smith, director of
the EPA Office of Environmental
Education. But the content of "enviro"
curricula can be controversial.
Sor11e e<lucalors
children information
environment is not enough - schools also
should teach kids to act upon what they
know. "Motivation for action - the commitment to act for a healthy environment" is one goal listed in the mission
statement of the World Wildlife Fund's
model state Environmental Education
Act.
The idea that schools should teach
kids how to be environmentally active is
highly controversial. "More and more
children are being taught how to write a
letter to the president about things they
really don't understand, rather than
learning the concepts they need to
understand these issues," said Jonathan
Adler of the Competitive Enterprise
Institute, a libertarian group that frequently opposes environmental regulation. "Leaming about biology, hydrology
and climate patterns and soil systems ...
can be very valuable," he said. But
instead, he contends, kids are often
taught "simple-minded platitudes."
Some educators also wonder whether
kids really are learning important facts
about the environment. "Teachers are
swamped" with mandates to cover different material, according to Kate Muldoon
of the Florida. Office of Environmental
Education. So enviro ed often is incorporated piecemeal into curricula for other
subjects.
US business schools, which have
been slow to offer environmental management education to their students, are
starting to reflect the growing importance green issues hold for corporate
America. A recent review of business
school
enviro education
by the
Washington, D.C.-based Management
Institute for Environment and Business
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(MEB) indicates that courses are now
offered, or are under development, at
more than 70 business schools.
Joe Miloschia, a Philip Morris specialist for corporate contributions
said,
"Schools are going to have to respond to
[environmental issues] if they are to be
competitive in sending their students to
top level corporations."
Alan Beckenstein, a professor at the
University of Virginia's Darden Business
School, added that until five or six years
ago, there was a "kind of resistance" to
the idea that enviro issues were a legitimate business school topic. "That has
changed dramatically," he said. In 1990,
Booz, Allen & Hamilton surveyed 220
senior executives of major corporations
to determine the impact of environmental issues within the business community. The results, the consulting firm said,
show that business leaders recognize
enviro issues have moved beyond operations and public relations.
The MEE launched a pilot program in
1992 that seeks to integrate enviro con-
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cerns into curricula and research at
schools of business and management.
Five schools participate: Darden at U.-Va;
U-Texas/ Austin; U-Mich; Kellogg at
Northwestern U; and Stanford U.
Funding for the MEB program came
mostly from businesses, foundations and
the US. Dept of Energy. Philip Morris
provided MEB with a $75,000 grant, one
of the company's largest environmental
contributions. "We think environmental
education will be essential in corporate
management in the future" and that enviro literacy will be "required of a wellrounded business executive,"
said
Miloschia of Philip Morris.
The National Wildlife Federation also
has a program that seeks to improve
enviro consciousness among those going
into business and management careers.
Their Corporate Conservation Council,
which is made up of senior executives
from Fortune 100 companies, has "gotten
the ball rolling" for many professors and
schools, according to CCC project director Erica Burman.
Ill
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Linda Young
As an English teacher at Littleton
School since 1972, I have observed
an expensive experiment
in Outcome-Based Education since its
beginning. For a number of reasons, I
am concerned that the state may mandate similar programs statewide. The
experiment has not yet been proven successful, and parents in a free society
have a right to a variety of options when
educating their children.

How can students who
have been deprived of
a solid background in
great literature become
good critical thinkers
and good writers?
Let me address some specific concerns regarding
truly revolutionary
plan which has dominated the Littleton
schools for the past six years. First, I fear
an academic leveling will occur. We have
already eliminated 9th grade honors
English and will soon eliminate 11th and
12th grade basic skills English. The jury
is still out as to whether the honors and
basics classes will be removed at all levels. lf tracking is dropped, will we be
denying students the chance to develop
intellectually at an individual pace?
Secondly, none of our demonstrations

ig
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than grade-driven performance.
Using the new grades, "S" represents
an "area of strength"; a "G" indicates an
area in which the child "shows growth";
and an "N" stands for an area which
"needs improvement." Under the old
system, "O" represented "superior," "G"
stood for "very good," "S" indicated "satisfactory," and "N" signified "less than
satisfactory."
A Los Angeles Times editorial
expressed "some serious doubts" that
the school district's new elementaryschool grading system will be a success.
One consequence will be more high
marks awarded to more students,
because now teachers are instructed to
give the highest marks to students who
have mastered a subject as expected at
their grade level.
"Maybe we're old-fashioned, but this
doesn't sit too well," writes the Times.
No opportunity is provided for teachers
to indicate if a student is doing "truly
exceptional work," only that the child is
meeting basic expectations. "Sounds
minimalist to us," writes the paper.
Hazeltine Avenue School in Van Nuys,
California, is one of the new grading system's pilot programs. Principal Pat Abney
said that an "overwhelming majority" of
teachers do not like the new system.
The new-style report cards are one of
the characteristics of Outcome-Based
Education.

We will lose seven staff members.

relates to English literature; thus students do not need it to graduate. Yet
English literature provides some of the
most challenging literature in our curriculum.

Yet another disturbing
aspect of
Outcome-Based (or Standards-Based)
Education involves an insidious propagandizing of teachers. At an orientation
meeting this year, a guest speaker from
the State Department of Education told
us that teachers who support change are
"gold teachers motivated by love," while
those who oppose change are "mica
teachers motivated by fear." Recently,
two friends who teach in two other suburban districts told me that in their
schools, teachers are label_ed as "eagles"
or "vultures," and as "owls" or "buzzards."

Thirdly, our English classes have
become increasingly skills-oriented. We
must teach the skills of reading, writing,
speaking, and listening equally in all our
English classes. English courses in the
9th and 10th grade also have a heavy
emphasis on computer skills. Our literature curriculum will inevitably be diminished. How can students who have been
deprived of a solid background in great
literature become good critical thinkers
and good writers?
Fourthly, as the program is fully
implemented, the curriculum will be
even more demonstration or assessment
driven, and many of the demonstrations
relate to non-academic areas such as
community involvement, human relations, personal growth, and personal
health. Our 136-page book of graduation
requirements
and demonstrations
defines Direction 2000. Outcome-Based
Education is a subjective program of
mind-boggling complexity.
Finally, as we teachers are more and
more embroiled in the Direction 2000
program, we are constantly discovering
new problems. For example, as students
are becoming
w-orried about
passing the new requirements, they are
beginning to harass and pressure teachers to give them "proficients" on their

Basics
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Fanchi, who has a Ph.D. in physics,
defended the trio against the opposition's
campaign's accusation that they were
members of the "Flat Earth Society."
Fanchi credits some of their success to
new laws which allow mail-in voting for
school board
candidates
in the
November elections.
"The school board race has always
been the most important election to me,"
said Carol Brzeczek. "School board
members get a lot of grief and no salary,
but we really have an opportunity to
make
some
positive
changes."
Brzeczek's plans for change include
removing "busy work for bright students" who are typically bored with repetition in OBE curricula. She has been
involved in school issues since her oldest
son (now 19) entered first grade. "My
husband has been wonderful; he didn't
57 Houston schools have also adopted
the new-style-report card.
Students are now "graded" by the following terms which represent various
stages: discovery, exploration, developing, expanding, connecting, independent, application and synthesis. The district held workshops to help parents
understand the tenninology. A nine-page
guide also explains the new critique. But
many Houston parents are furious and
have given the unconventional system a
II
big fat F.

Linda Young was the only Littleton, CO

teacherto opposeOBE publicly.
assignments. Will all teachers be able to
withstand such pressure or will some
simply take the course of least resistance, lower academic standards, and
pass the students through in a new program which has less accountability than
the old one?
Littleton High School has had to face
a distressing loss of students, which
many teachers attribute to our complex
experimental program. Seventy-three
students from next year's 9th-grade class
have opted either to enr01l in our i:vlro
other high schools or to homeschool,
and over 20 upper classmen have chosen
not to return to Littleton High School.

I am the mother of a 5th grader, an
8th grader, and an 11th grader. I will not
send my children to a high school dominated by an Outcome-Based Education
plan. I have taken a public stand against
Direction 2000 since April 1992.I know
many teachers who oppose OutcomeBased Education. Why am I the only one
who is taking a public stand against it?

Last December the Littleton High
School administration informed me that
the quality of my teaching does not meet
district standards.
I am presently
involved in an evaluation and remediation process which could lead to my firing.
Ill

------------------------want me to run but he recognized the
stakes."
Cisney's recommendation for replacing OBE is E.D. Hirsch's
"Core
Knowledge" series. (See Education
Reporter, January,
1993.) "Hirsch
explains that you need broad-based,
shared knowledge to function well. Part
of what makes a nation successful is that
it holds in common a body of cultural
knowledge."
Littleton voters were galvanized by
their disappointment with OBE curricula, especially its lack of focus on academic excellence. "These candidates ran a
successful campaign against the establishment because they have a rational,
keen understanding of the issues and
they are ready to expose what public
schools are doing in their district,"
observed parent Al Litwak.
Union opposition to the three candidates was funded largely by teachers and
school administrators.
Littleton High
School principal Tim Wester berg openly
backed the opposing coalition supporting
OBE, and all 15 elementary principals
signed an open letter backing the OBE
proponents.
The only teacher to oppose OBE
openly in the Littleton schools is English
teacher Linda Young. After she wrote a
letter to the newspaper editor criticizing
OBE methods last winter, principal Tim
Westerberg gave the tenured teacher a

poor performance evaluation"
Mrs. Young, who explained that she is
not an establishment "educrat," has an
M.A. degree in English literature.
"Teachers with advanced degrees in education are called educrats,"
she
explained. 'They learn 'progressive' theories rather than a core body of knowledge in the humanities or sciences."
(See her related Focus opinion, p.3)
She and her husband, Gene, who is a
retired Littleton teacher, have been concerned about the quality of education
students have been getting from the socalled "progressive"
methods. Gene
Young conducted his own anti-OBE campaign by sending letters to the editors of
Colorado newspapers.
Westerberg's post-election November
3 memo to all staff seems intent on
encouraging hostility toward the parentmandated three-R goals, "I believe we
need to communicate with one voice
regarding the status of Direction 2000."
His memo addressed to the community
the same day, called for "order to balance all interests" and "input from students, parents, and staff," in veiled defiance of the democratically elected school
board majority.
"The new school board members
carry a tremendous burden," said Al
Litwak. "I don't think you '11find anywhere in the country a better slate of
school board candidates."
Ill
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Cuddy's First Aid for Parents Pupils Locked inPadded Cell
More and more parents are speaking
out against destructive
trends in
American education. But, all too often,
they lack the necessary resources and
knowledge to defend their children's
rights in education.

Chronology
of Education
WithQuotable
Quotes

DennisLaure11ce
Cuddy,Ph.D.

Chronology
of Education
with
Quotable Quotes and The Grab For
Power: A Chronology of the NEA are
two excellent new publications by Dennis
L. Cuddy, Ph.D., which will prove to be
an advantage to any parent seeking to
understand the history of education in
the United States. These publications not
only show who directed the changes in
education, but how they did it.
In Chronology of Education With
Quotable Quotes, Dr. Cuddy has carefully
compiled the massive amount of knowledge from thousands of books, research
manuals, educational journals, articles,
etc. He sheds new light on the way
schools and unsuspecting children are
used for political and social goals.
Together the quotes paint a vivid picture
of the exploitation of our education system in the United States.

n

Dr. Cuddy's book is an excellent
resource containing many quotations
from the so-called "progressive educators." As far back as 1864, California
State Superintendent
John Swett,
declared: "The vulgar impression that
parents have a legal right to dictate to
teachers is entirely erroneous .... The
only persons who have a legal right to
give orders to the teacher are his
employers, namely the committee in
some states and in others the directors
or trustees .... If his conduct is approved
of by his employers, the parents have no
remedy against him or them."
In 1762, Emile by Jean Jacques
Rousseau promoted "permissive education that is child-centered, and in which a
teacher 'should avoid strict discipline
and tiresome lessons.' " Rousseau taught
that "religion should not be a guiding
principle in education."
This newly revised special edition of
Chronology of Education With Quotable
Quotes is available in a bound, indexed
ve:rsion for $10.95 plus $2.50 shipping
and handling. It is also available in a 40page tabloid ($2.50 each). Order from
Pro Family Forum, Inc., P.O. Box 1059,
Highland City, FL 33846-1059.
The other excellent publication by Dr.
Dennis L. Cuddy is The Grab for Power:
A Chronology of the NEA. In this booklet,
Dr. Cuddy traces step by step the NEA's
march to total control of public education. He uses its own words and policies
such as 1972 NEA President
Catherine Barrett: "We are the biggest
political fighting force in this
country and we are determined to control the direction of the American education!" This booklet is available at a special price of $1.25 each, or 3 for $3.00.
Order from Plymouth Rock Foundation,
P.O. Box 577, Marlborough, NH 03455,
or call (603)876-4685.
Ill
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BETHLEHEM, PA- David Moralis
is a member of the Liberty High School
band and orchestra,
as well as the
school's math and chess teams. During
his four years at Liberty, he has compiled nearly a 3.8 grade point average
(GPA) and recently scored 780 (out of a
possible 800) on the math portion of the
Scholastic Aptitude Test. Guaranteed
acceptance at the college of his choice,
David will probably be denied his high
school diploma.
Nearly a quarter of the seniors at
Liberty High School may not graduate
this year, even though some of them,
like David, are straight-A students.
That's because 175 of the roughly 800
seniors have not yet fulfilled a district
requirement that they perform 60 hours
of community service.
David's parents, Tom and Barbara
Moralis, are outraged by the prospect of
their son being denied the diploma he
has clearly earned. "It's wrong to force
people to do community service like
they've committed a crime and are being
sentenced to it," protests Mrs. Moralis.
"The government has overstepped its
bounds."
Tom and Barbara Steirer, whose
daughter's graduation is also in jeopardy

SIOUX CITY, IA - A television
broadcast by Channel 9 News early this
year has forced officials at McKinley
Elementary School to discontinue a
favorite disciplinary method. Station
KCAU was flooded with calls from concerned parents after reporter Jim Cyer in
February exposed the school's practice
of locking disruptive students in a 3x5
padded closet known as the ''Time Out"
room.
Shocked by the videotape footage of
the tiny unlit room, parents now charge
that the school's disciplinary tactics, far
from alleviating the behavioral problems
of their children, may have actually created and exacerbated their disorders. So
far, at least three students have required
psychiatric treatment as a result of
repeated incarceration in the 'Time Out"
room.
Unbeknownst to his mother, Jared
Sypersma was a frequent occupant of the
locked room. Originally classified as
"learning disabled" because of a speech
impediment, Jared was removed from
regular classes and consigned to a program for students with behavioral disorders. That, says his mother, was when
his problems began. "I was having to go
get him every day," Mrs. Pam Sypersma
recalls, noting that it wasn't until his 4thgrade year that she discovered the primary source of his anxiety.
In December, 1991 Jared was "homebound" for two months. During the
twice-weekly visits from his teacher,
Jared would lock himself in the bathroom at home and refuse to come out.
Eventually, he told his mother that the
visiting teacher was the same man who
had regularly locked him in the closet at
school. She subsequently learned that
Jared had been homebound
after
attempting to break down the door in an
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Lynn Ann Steirer's high school graduation
is in jeopardy due to her refusal to perform mandatory co:mmunity service.

because of her refusal to perform mandatory service, have also cried foul.
"Community service has been used as
punishment for a crime, and now it's a
graduation requirement,"
says Tom
Steirer. 'This is involuntary servitude. If
the schools can force our kids to work

to

effort to escape from the "Time Out"
room .
Mrs. Sypersma called Children's
Protective Services to report the abuse,
but was told that the agency has no juris-
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diction over the school. She then called
the local police department,
which
referred her to Children's Protective
Services. It wasn't until the Channel 9
broadcast early this year, however, that
Mrs. Sypersma discovered that the closet in which her son was being confined
was actually a dark padded room with a
lock on it. She promptly requested a formal investigation
by the Iowa
Department of Special Education, which
subsequently released a report exonerating school officials of any wrongdoing.
Following the publicity surrounding
the television report, parents found a
in State Senator Al Sturgeon,
who
currently preparing a lawsuit on
their behalf. Meanwhile, Mrs. Sypersma
has removed her son from the school
system and is homeschooling him. Jared
is now in 6th grade and recovering nicely from his ordeal at McKinley

ti er

for no pay, what's next?"
student received an electrical shock
The Moralises and the Steirers chal- while installing fixtures in a warehouse.
lenged the mandatory service requireThe student suffered a concussion and
ment three years ago when it was first bruises when he fell from the ladder on
implemented. Along with other members
which he was standing, According to
of an action group called Citizens Against Mrs. Moralis, the school district has
Mandatory Service, the parents are ignored the incident.
focusing their attention on an upcoming
The school district's coordinator of
school board election in which four of community service programs acknowlthe nine seats will be up for grabs.
edges that most of the public reaction to
They have also filed a complaint with the program has been negative, but sugthe state Attorney General, arguing that gests that the program's critics are just
the requirement violates several state
more vocal than its supporters.
laws. One law stipulates that any employBarbara Moralis insists that it is not
ee coming into contact with children
community service, but the mandatory
must first be subjected to a background
nature of the program, that she and
check Barbara Moralis notes that 95%of
other parents find objectionable. "I do a
the state agencies accepting students for
lot of volunteer work myself," she says,
community service violate this law by
"and I know the difference between
also accepting convicts. She contends
that the agencies are also in violation of a doing it voluntarily and doing it because
state law requiring tuberculosis screen- the government say you have to do it.''
Mrs. Moralis vows to keep fighting
ings for workers in contact with children,
until
the district relents and allows her
and another requiring that all school
son
to
graduate with his classmates in
courses be conducted by state-certified
l\,'Iay, "He went to school since kinderteachers.
Mrs. Moralis also contends that some garten, and he earned that diploma, It
of the community service activities pose irks me that a student with a D-minus
can get a diploma for mopping floors or
a risk of physical harm to the students
handing
out toilet paper, while my son,
who participate in them. She cites an
Ill
incident last April in which a 15-year-old with a 3.8 GPA, won't get it."

